BEKSEJU

BEKSEJU KANGJANG GIFT SET

Korean traditional rice wine. Bekseju is brewed
with rice‐corn 12 different herbs. It has a
mellow and distinct flavor with subtle herb
notes. Rice‐corn wine with natural flavors.
Served chilled.

KANGJANG Bekseju is premium wine that is
produced only during a certain part of the yar
and that is brewed with good glutinous rice,
nuruk, and ten Oriental herbs, including
ginsening, the fruit of the Chinese matrimon
vine, and the fruit of Maximowiczia chinensis.

Alcohol: 13%
Brewer (Location); Kooksoondang, S Korea

Alcohol: 15%
Brewer (Location); Kooksoondang, S Korea

ITEM#301, 12/700ML; #305, 20/375ML; #305A, 4/6PK/375ML

50 SEJU

YEDAM CHARYEJU

50seju is brewed with quality rice and specially‐
selected herbs.
Originally means the mixture of 'Bekseju' and
'Soju' (Korean Vodka). Some consumers
started making 1:1 blend of Bekseju and Soju
for themselves. Enjoy the perfect harmony
between soft and pure flavor.

YEDAM CHARYEJU is especially made for the
ancestor worship ceremonies. The clean and
savory taste of Korean traditional wine is well‐
suited to be enjoyed with families and relatives
after ancestor worhip ceremonies. It exudes a
wonderfully pleasant and cool taste with a light
fruit aroma.

Alcohol: 16%
Brewer (Location); Kooksoondang, S Korea

Alcohol: 13%
Brewer (Location); Kooksoondang, S Korea

ITEM#310, 20/330ML; #310A, 4/6PK/330ML

ITEM#315, 8/1L

MYUNG JAK BOKBUNJA

BOHAE BOKBUNJAJU

MYUNG JAK BOKBUNJA means that it is madst
materpiece with Bokbunja (Black Raspberry). It
is highly aromatic luscious wine from Gochange
Myun, a prestigious bokbunja brewery in
Korea. Bokbunja has been known as a
stimulant for sex drive. Women also get effects
on promoting healthy skin and ision.

Bohae Bokbunjaoo is an exceptional tasting
wine that has brought the natural medicinal
properties of black raspberry to life using a
fixed‐temperature fermentation process.
Bohae Bokbunjajoo has been highly praised as
a wine that showcases an enchanting purplish
color combined with a superb taste.

Alcohol: 13%
Brewer (Location); Kooksoondang, S Korea

Alcohol: 15%
Brewer (Location); BOHAE brewery, S Korea

ITEM#309, 20/375ML

ITEM#409, 12/750ML

MATCHSOON

MALGEUL SOOROK

Description Bohae Korean Plum Wine is a wine
that has been served in Korean palaces for
centuries with the Plum being considered a
noble fruit in Korea. Matchsoon, made from a
selection of the finest Korean plums, creates
the enriched mysterious aroma of the fruit
while matured for 5 years in the land of the
morning calm.

Fresh fragrance and warm grape texture
charcoal filtered for the refreshing and clean
taste.

Alcohol: 15%
Brewer (Location); BOHAE brewery, S Korea

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); S.D ASSOCIATES , S Korea

ITEM#404, 20/375ML; #416, 12/750ML

ITEM#727, 24/375ML

ITEM#307A, 2/4/700ML

ITEM#723, 24/375ML

MALGEUL SOOROK ‐ APPLE

MALGEUL SOOROK ‐ PINEAPPLE

Fresh fragrance and warm grape texture
charcoal filtered for the refreshing and clean
taste. Apple flavor.

Fresh fragrance and warm grape texture
charcoal filtered for the refreshing and clean
taste. Pineapple flavor.

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); S.D ASSOCIATES , S Korea

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); S.D ASSOCIATES , S Korea
ITEM#728, 24/375ML

MALGEUL SOOROK‐MUSCATE GRAPE

THE STORY OF POMEGRANATE

Fresh fragrance and warm grape texture
charcoal filtered for the refreshing and clean
taste. Muscate grape flavor.

This exotic pomegranate wine can be a
delicious alternative to wine made from
grapes. Pomegranate wine also offers health
benefits. Research shows that pomegranate
wine contains more antioxidants than red wine.

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); S.D ASSOCIATES , S Korea

Alcohol: 12%
Brewer (Location); S.D ASSOCIATES , S Korea

ITEM#729, 24/375ML

ITEM#722, 20/375ML

THE STORY OF WILD GRAPE

THE STORY OF BLUEBERRY

The pungent taste and aroma of wild grape
wine pairs especially well with rich dishes and
meats. Compliments beef, steak, game, lamb,
pasta entrees, and rich cheeses very well.

This superb taste of blueberry wine is created
by special Asian artisan spirits. The certain level
of residual sugar kept purposely after
fermentation gets perfectly harmonized with
the natural taste.

Alcohol: 12%
Brewer (Location); S.D ASSOCIATES , S Korea

Alcohol: 12%
Brewer (Location); S.D ASSOCIATES , S Korea

ITEM#717, 20/375ML

ITEM#439, 20/375ML

YANGCHON CHUNGJU

GOOD FRIENDS ORIGINAL

Chungju was brewed with rice that was grown
without using herbicides by utilizing a method
of releasing snails in rice field. This chungju has
golden‐amber color with abundant savory
notes such as fermented soy, cheese rinds and
mushroom. It has touch of natural sweetness
that gives round texture.

Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Apple wine with soju flavor .

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); YANGCHON , S Korea

Alcohol: 16.8%
Brewer (Location); South Korea

ITEM#2021, 12/500ML

ITEM#780, 4/6/375ML

GOOD FRIENDS STRAWBERRY

GOOD FRIENDS GREEN GRAPE

Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Apple wine with strawberry flavor. It is
refreshing and sweet taste.

Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Green Grape flavor tastes very fresh and fruity!
It's not too bitter, not too sweet. Apple wine
with green grape soju flavor.

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); South Korea

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); South Korea

ITEM#781, 4/6/375ML

ITEM#783, 4/6/375ML

ITEM#782, 4/6/375ML

GOOD FRIENDS PEACH

GOOD FRIENDS LYCHEE

Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Peach flavor is for people who don’t enjoy
alcohol that much. Peach flavor tastes very
sweet and smells so strong as well. Apple wine
with peach soju flavor.

Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Lychee soju flavor wine which is a unique
variety of sweet and tangy flavored apple wine.

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); South Korea

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); South Korea
ITEM#784, 4/6/375ML

GOOD FRIENDS PINEAPPLE

GOOD FRIENDS APPLE

Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Apple wine with pineapple soju flavor. It has
natural hint of botanicals that can make for a
smoother taste.

Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Apple wine with fresh apple soju flavor.

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); South Korea

Alcohol: 14%
Brewer (Location); South Korea

ITEM#785, 4/6/375ML

ITEM#786, 4/6/375ML

GOOD FRIENDS PLUM
Charcoal filtered for refreshing & clean taste.
Apple wine with plum flavor. Fruity and
seductive, full‐bodied ripe plum taste wine.
Goes well with any BBQ dishes.

Alcohol: 14%
ITEM#787, 4/6/375ML

